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HK – the gateway to China
The banker's view: where are the numbers (trade and investment volumes) heading, what trends do we see?

 HK continues to be an international financial hub and the gateway to China.
 HK continues to be the largest source of FDI for China, contributing 73.2% of total FDI in 

2020 (USD105.8bn), increasing its share from 69.7% in 2019 and 66.6%% in 2018.1

 ODI from China to HK amounted to USD90.6bn in 2019, which is 66.1% of China’s total 
ODI, increasing its share from 60.73% in 2018.1

 HK is the global leading IPO center in 7 of the past 12 years, raising a total of HKD398bn 
in 2020. CNBC reported that HK hosted the most overseas China IPOs and above the rest 
of the world in terms of no. of IPO issuance.2

 HK is the world’s leading offshore Renminbi hub and has the world’s deepest RMB liquidity 
pool, with total RMB deposits at RMB757.2bn at end of 2020, increasing 15.1% year-on-
year.3

 As the regional treasury center of APAC, HK has a large number of regional headquarters 
and offices of companies based overseas, reported at 3,983 as of 2020.4

 HK is an important entrepôt for merchandise trade between the EU and mainland China. 
Around 9% (EUR33bn) of mainland China’s exports to the EU, and around 4% (EUR11bn) 
of mainland China’s imports from the EU were routed through HK.5

 HK continues to invest in Europe, with more than 1400 subsidiaries in the EU, with the 
most in UK (629), followed by Germany (152), Netherlands (99) and France (83).6

Notes:
1. National Bureau of Statistics of China
2. Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing 2021
3. HKSAR Government – Hong Kong Economy
4. Census and Statistics Department HKSAR Survey 2020 
5. Trade and Industry Department HKSAR
6. FactSet data
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In HSBC the ISB team in Hong Kong operates a scale franchise supported by geographic breadth and product depth. We are the 2nd largest ISB site by revenue in Asia Pacific and the 4th largest globally. We also recognize the importance of our position as the ISB team in Hong Kong. This is a home market and we have to deliver, not just because of our size but also because of the aesthetics (reputation). In line with Hong Kong’s own changing nature the ISB business also needs to change and adapt. From traditional, to future focused, customer led. As a result we have re-aligned to capture new opportunities. [CLICK]Revenue remains under pressure largely due to GLCM VoF. We reached revenue of USD 135MM in 2020, and USD 200MM if you include our RRM (Regional Relationship Manager) revenues. This was slightly down on 2019 if you remove the VoF effect: -3%) [CLICK] That being said you can see the strong underlying growth in our business through our asset and liability numbers which have grown 14.4% and 49.9% respectively. GTRF especially has been a real driver of growth, with us passing USD 1.1Bn in funded assets this month resulting in a resounding year on year growth of 56% [CLICK]Our product mix has changed from a GLCM reliant business to one that has shifted up the complexity curve with an increasing reliance now on structured GTRF, Global Markets and Capital Finance. Indeed our pipeline continues to see these products showing the largest potential and fastest growth. This will need to continue if we are to take advantage of the opportunities in the GBA (specifically around the opening up of capital markets). Indeed, we have produced a series of firsts in ISB Hong Kong including the first IPO mandate in over a decade (a French jewelry manufacturer who you know Andy), the first Precious Metals loan, the first Structured Equity Finance transaction, the first Green Receivables Finance and the first Asset Based Lending deal to name a few. [CLICK]NFI is now a larger contributor to revenue as we have refocused our strategy to compensate for the GLCM VoF drop. Going from 38% to 60% this year is something I am immensely proud of [CLICK]and we have a very healthy split of revenue by corridor which does allow us to weather regional storms (we have seen that in recent times as Covid has sprouted up in one region as it declines in another). [CLICK]We manage over 1500 client relationships and that is the best part of my job, speaking to a varied number of clients every day each with different needs is exhilarating. We have a team of 56 and have recently added two new teams, one for NBFIs and one for the Asia corridor, again to take advantage of the changing environment and to capitalize on new industry and corridor trends. (VoF is currently at 0.23% for HKD, 0.5% for USD). 
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